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November 2022: ChatGPT made available to the general public

March 2023: working group LLMs/GenAI (aka working group ChatGPT) is installed

Advice by the working group

May 2023 November 2023

Rules and regulations on assessment Ensure that students and staff become AI-literate

Detection of unauthorized use of LLMs in assessment Provide the infrastructure and ensure academic integrity 

as well as data privacy

Prevention of unauthorized use of LLMs in assessment Implement policies and regulations for GenAI in education

Possibilities of incorporating LLMs in academic education Build an AI-focused network and take a leading role

Organize support for lecturers

Rapid changes



I am no AI expert (like most of us)

Diversity
expertise

opinions

Asymmetry
students - staff

institutions



Assessment

Fraud, plagiarism or just a calculator?

Validity threat to unsupervised tests

No proper detection



Dealing with assessment

Regulate

More testing on campus

From summative to formative

Change programs’ intended 

learning outcomes 



Ethics

Hallucinations (no function for truth)

Biases (from training set)

Privacy

Intellectual Property

Environmental Impact

Human exploitation

Dependency on corporations



Dealing with ethics

Ban

Buy 

Develop



Learning

AI replacing learning

Digital dependency

Threat to critical thinking

AI-enhanced learning

Digital savviness

Developing critical thinking

Brainstorming

Feedback

Quality of texts

Explaining materials



Many initiatives and bundling of expertise



Knowledge Skills Character

AI Literacy
What is GenAI?

How does it work?

Effective prompt usage

Assessing answer value

Social/Ecological Footprint

No function for truth

AI for Learning
What is learning?

How does GenAI learn?

Brainstorming and writing

Self-testing and feedback

Plagiarism and Ethics

AI dependency

Learning mindset

AI for Research
The sources of GenAI

References and text

Formulating research 

questions

Programming and writing

Academic standards 

(transparency, reproducibility)

Responsibility and Ethics

AI for Work
Applications of GenAI

Types of products

Generating text and 

presentations

Corporate AI

Privacy and GDPR

Social responsibility

GenAI in the Tilburg Education Profile



Additional issues that require attention

Improve AI-savviness and skills of teaching staff

Using GenAI for (better/more efficient?) education

The impact of GenAI on university organization and operations

How to be prepared for an ever-changing future?

What should universities teach in a world with GenAI?



Thank you
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